We study whether one can prune solutions from NP functions. Though it is known that, unless surprising complexity class collapses occur, one cannot reduce the number of accepting paths of NP machines [17], we nonetheless show that it often is possible to reduce the number of solutions of NP functions. For finite cardinality types, we give a sufficient condition for such solution reduction. We also give absolute and conditional necessary conditions for solution reduction, and in particular we show that in many cases solution reduction is impossible unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses.
Introduction and Discussion
Let NP N +V denote the set of all (possibly partial, possibly multivalued) functions computable by nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machines. That is, such a function f will map from strings x to the set {z | some accepting path of M (x) has z as its output (i.e., as a "solution")}. NP N +V functions, known in the literature as NPMV ("nondeterministic polynomial-time (potentially) multivalued") functions, have been extensively studied since they were introduced in the 1970s by Book, Long, and Selman ([1, 2] , see also [19] ).
Much of this study recently has focused on the issue of whether even NP functions can prune solutions away from NP functions. As Naik, Rogers, Royer, and Selman [15] have elegantly pointed out, the motivation for this is multifold: in the broadest sense this addresses the central complexity-theoretic notion of measuring how resources (such as allowed output cardinality) enable computation, more specifically this addresses the power of nondeterminism, and more specifically still this issue is deeply tied ([20,12] , see also [6, 11] ) to NP-search functions and the complexity of function inversion. Also worth contrasting with this paper's proof that number of solutions of NP functions can be reduced in Email: {lane,ogihara}@cs.rochester,edu, wechsung@informatik.uni-jena.de various ways is the fact, due to Ogiwara and Hemachandra [17] , that (unless surprising complexity class collapses occur) one cannot in general reduce even by one (proper decrement) the number of accepting paths of NP machines.
To discuss rigorously whether NP functions can prune solutions from NP functions, we need a formal way to capture this. The notion of refinement exactly captures this, and is used in the literature for exactly this purpose. Given (possibly partial, possibly multivalued) functions f and f , we say that f is a refinement (see for example the excellent survey by Selman [20]) of f if for each x ∈ Σ * , (1) f (x) has at least one solution iff f (x) has at least one solution, and (2) each solution of f (x) is a solution of f (x). Given any two function classes C 1 and C 2 , we say that C 1 ⊆ c C 2 ("C 1 functions always have C 2 refinements") if for each function f ∈ C 1 there is a function f ∈ C 2 such that f is a refinement of f .
For any A ⊆ N + , NP A V denotes the class of all NP N +V functions f satisfying
Surprisingly, for the first twenty years after the classes NP N +V and NP {1} V (referred to in the literature respectively as NPMV and NPSV: nondeterministic polynomial-time {multivalued, single-valued} functions) were defined, there was no evidence against the dramatic possibility that NP N +V ⊆ c NP {1} V, i.e., that all multivalued NP functions have single-valued NP refinements. (This is known to be equivalent to the claim that there is an NP function that on each satisfiable boolean formula as input finds exactly one satisfying assignment.) In the 1990s, Hemaspaandra, Naik, Ogihara, and Selman [9] finally gave concrete evidence against this by proving the following result.
Thus, if the polynomial hierarchy does not collapse, the following remarkable state holds: NP functions can find all satisfying assignments of boolean formulas but cannot find (exactly) one satisfying assignment to boolean formulas [9] . (Though it would be impossible for such a claim to hold for deterministic computation, as there finding one solution is provably no harder than finding all solutions, for nondeterministic computation this state is neither impossible nor paradoxical, though the fact that finding all solutions is simpler than finding one solution may at first be disconcerting.)
In fact, Hemaspaandra et al. proved something a bit stronger than Theorem 1.
Building on this, Ogihara [16] and Naik et al. [15] showed that from weaker hypotheses one could reach weaker conclusions that nonetheless are strong enough to cast strong doubt on their hypotheses. Theorem 3. [16] For each k, 0 < k < 1, if NP N +V ⊆ c NP {1, ... , n k } V then PH = NP NP . 1
